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Industry categories

Company Name

Introduction

1

Adornment gift

Shanghai Favors Import And Export Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Favors Import and Export Co.,ltd ,founded in 2003,is engaged in goods and technology import and
export business of the company, mainly engaged in machinery and equipment, electronic equipment, building
materials, chemical products, computer software, needles textiles, department stores, auto and auto parts of
parallel import, the consumption of beef and mutton sales, business information consultation; Wholesale nonphysical: pre-packaged food.

Contact
Address: Room 2107-2108, 1F, NO.2 Building, NO.396,
Lishizhen Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-50803710
Fax: +86-021-50803710
Email: beautycao17@163.com
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Adornment gift

Shanghai Feihua Industrial Co,. Ltd.

Founded in Jan., 2013, Shanghai Hua Fei Hua Culture Communication Co., Ltd., who has been specialized in
designing and hand-making paper flowers to decorate people’s life, has already built great reputation in
customers’ hearts across mainland China and been proud of being business partnership with “Chanel”,”
Häagen-Dazs” and a number of fashion companies consistently supplying integrated flower products not only
on unique design but fashionable looking since 2015. In the year of 2016, under Mrs. Alissa Liu’s(company
Address：7F, Building A, NO.633 Jinzhong Road, Shanghai
designer and owner) great worldwide vision along with her ambitions, Shanghai Fei Hua Industrial Co., Ltd.
Tel：021-32523391
was established to expand business for better serving customers in overseas markets.Products are widely
Email:qiang.li@sim.com
used in a lot of applications—big events such as historical moment celebrations, parties, wedding, home
decorations as well as commercial plazas and shop windows decorations. Since its foundation, the company
keeps living up to the briefs of:”continuously offering the most customized flower products to our loyal
customers by exceeding their expectations as always.”while moving forward.
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Adornment gift

Shanghai Greenwill Jewelry Co., Ltd.

Shanghai MUGU Jewellery was established in 2004 and is located in Shanghai,We are specialized in jade
jewelry, color gemstones trades. Our company has rich experience in jewellery design, production and
wholesale business in the jewellery industry. We warmly welcome customers from at home and abroad to
cooperate with us for common success.

Address：Room402, Building 5, No.30, Hongcao Road,
Shanghai
Tel：+86-021-58421226、+86-13681628286
Fax：+86-021-58421319
Email：yy.zhang@gwindustry.com
Website：www.gwindustry.com

Shanghai Mingtong Adverting Co., Ltd.

Founded in 1994, the company is a comprehensive professional advertising company which provides
advertising planning, advertising design, advertising production and various media and outdoor agents to
domestic and international customers.And engaged in handicraft, gift import and export business.

Address: 26 Building111, Sunjian Rd, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-58959778
Fax: +86-021-58559051
Email: Anderson.wu@oeengine.cn
Website: www.oeengine.cn
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Adornment gift

Adornment gift

Adornment gift

Shanghai Mosta Watch & Clock Imp.& Exp. Co.,
Ltd.

Shanghai Runhua Travel Articles Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Mosta Watch & Clock Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd. is a specialized import and export Company. We are
continuously growing with experience, ensuring better and more efficient service to our customers. Our
company mainly deals in the machinery and electronics products, and all kinds of light industrial products,
textile fabrics, garments and Chemical products, are among its business scope, too. Our products are spread
to more than seventy countries and regions in Europe, America, Middle East, Africa and Asia. Watch and Clock
are our traditional and specialized production. We specialize in the production of clocks with mechanical and
quartz movements and metal or plastic case and quartz or mechanical watches. OEM orders are also welcome.
Our products are ideal for various markets and are specially made for promotions. Also, we are the Import
agent of Watch and Clock. On the basis of mutual benefit and long-term cooperation, the company is at any
time at the service of both domestic and overseas customers who are warmly welcome.
20 years of experience in production and export. The company has the characteristics of excellent quality,
excellent service and excellent management. We produce about 2000 varieties, products have CE and RoHS
certifications, mainly: personal care products, travel kits, shoes care products, shoeshine, etc.The design of
products is novel, fashionable and delicate.Export to Europe, North America, Japan and other countries and
regions.

Address:Room D，12F，No.107 Yandang Road，Shanghai
Tel: +86-18655185933
Email:1071811623@qq.com
Website: www.ymactive.com

Address: Room 2006, No.3 Building, No.612 Shangchuan
Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-58627898
Fax: +86-021-58627898
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Adornment gift

Adornment gift

Adornment gift

Building materials

Shanghai Goodjoy Culture Communication Co.
Ltd

Shanghai Goodjoy Culture Communication Co.LTD. is a collection of communication, planning, consulting,
design and sales of art-related products. Goodjoy has rich experience in the training of corporate art culture as
well as the design, development and marketing of art derivatives. We focusing on the idea of international and
Address: 22J, 838 Zhangyang Road, Shanghai
domestic culture products and craft gifts with unique artistic features. We also engage in organizing art
Tel: +86-021-68753188
communication events across the world.
Fax: +86-021-68751181
Email: export@shanghai-deltametal.com
Goodjoy actively provide platforms of communication, advertising, training and displaying for artists, crafts
Website: www.shanghai-deltametal.com
enthusiasts and children arts. Goodjoy aims to spread the art culture to the public and emphasis on the
importance of aesthetic. Our goal is to let everyone enjoy the happiness of creating artworks and integrate art
elements into their daily lives.

Shanghai Lefei Industry Co., Ltd.

Shanghai lefei industry co., LTD. was established in 1994. After nearly 30 years of rapid development, it has
become a leading enterprise in the national gift industry, serving many world-class events.
Brand honor
Shanghai world expo, China manufacturer and retailer
Shanghai rolex masters cup tennis franchise manufacturer
F1 China grand gifts designated manufacturers
Longines cup equestrian championship licensed manufacturer
International association of athletics federations diamond league licensed manufacturer
Shanghai government procurement supplier
World expo milano, Italy
Blue Charm's our company's high-end brand silk scarves, Blue Charm silk scarves products by our company
designed and developed by Donghua university's cooperation with the Chinese textile industry the highest
institution of higher learning, to ensure product grade and quality, outstanding point of the brand of "focus on
quality is good at designing" brand characteristics.

Shanghai zhenfu jewelry Co.Ltd

Shanghai Zhenfu Jewelry has a history of more than 20 years and located in the Bund of Shanghai. Our main
business has colored gemstones and diamonds, especially in the rubies,sapphires and emeralds. We are
directly connect to the source of the mining and determine to bring the best quality of the gems to consumers
at the best price.

Shanghai Yamai Trading Co.,Ltd

With our uphold the concept of market-driven, in good faith, the pursuit of high-quality, our company has been
gradually developed into certain scale of business, a comprehensive international trading company, from a
commodity agent for foreign purchasers at early time. Under the efforts of all people in company, the sales
record has grew year after year. We initially achieved the goals, in which our annual sales record was expected
to reach five million RMB Yuan, when second anniversary came. We manage more and more commodities. We
have more customers and establish long-term and stable trade relationship with some big companies. At the
same time, we also vigorously develop the business of processing with the customer’s sample. The
commodities are involved in clothing, wooden tables, metal products and so on.
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Building materials

Shanghai Langchuang Industry And Trade Co.Ltd
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Building materials

Shanghai Yinghua Exhibition Co., Ltd
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Light industrial
manufacture

Shanghai Jingkaide Precision Ceramics Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 309, No.3 Building, NO.351 Guanghua Road,
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86-021-67639862
Email:alissa@shhuafeihua.com

Address: Unit 1601, Building1, Lane 133, Zhongzhou Road,
Shanghai
Tel: +86-13901819338
Fax: +86-021-51096990
Email: 1670960031@qq.com

Address: NO.439, Jinglian Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-54407642
Fax: +86-021- 54407643
Email: export1@homes-b.net
Website: www.homesbedding.com

20 years ago with the Chinese opening to outside world ,
technology of gypsum building materials production fromWestern Europe across the ocean floor to China .In
1995,Yinqiao company (as one of the first to attract European architectural culture )was found in Shanghai-The paris of East.After long time effort ,Yinqiao has now become one of the most largest gypsum factory
Address: No.627.Hongxing Road, Shanghai
inChina ,with most advanced production technology,most experienced and professional staff .It covers an area
TEL: +86-021-67116005
of over 50 acres,with a building area of over52,000sqm and with about 200 retails stores in Chinese mainland.
E-mail: shjkd2009@163.com
Yinqiao combines scientific research,development,production,sales and installation toprovide one package
servie to customers.Yinqiao excellent management team and and phylosophy of "Win-win ,Best Quality
,Sincere。Service"ensures its continous growth.shanghai langchuang in the trasing company of shanghai
yinqiao for export product all overthe world
Engaged in the exhibition services, computer graphic design and production, business services, indoor
decoration service, wujinjiaodian, building materials, daily provisions, crafts, clothing sales and engaged in
technology and the import and export business of things.

Address: Room405, No.1, Lane 812, Changde Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-13671884446
Email: malmam33@126.com

Shanghai Jingkaide Precision Ceramics Co., Ltd. was founded in 2007, is a sino-japanese joint venture
continuously forge ahead, to open DE in wujiang in 2005, designed for Japanese industries to provide a
variety of high demand of precision ceramic pieces, 07 year with the original customer's famous Japan otsuka
precision ceramic joint venture Shanghai to open, and moved to the Shanghai fengxian jianghai occurrence of
town industrial park, also has the advanced technology research and development team.

Address:Rm201,building9,No99.Tianzhou Rd. Shanghai
Telephone: + 86-021-54453637
Fax: +86+021-54451877
Email address: roger.pan@mobiletek.com
Website: www.mobiletek.com
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Shanghai China United Import And Export
Trading Co.,Ltd.
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Light industrial
manufacture

Shanghai Guizengagriculture Technology Co.,Ltd

16

Light industrial
manufacture

Shanghai Fdl International Trading Co., Ltd.

17

Light industrial
manufacture

The company is a professional import and export service provider, integrating domestic manufacturers, logistics
clearance and other high-quality resources, optimizing import and export channels, thus improving the import
and export efficiency. The company serves businesses at home and abroad who are interested in exporting or
importing various commodities but have not yet acquired the right to import and export. The company since its
establishment, has been to the United States TENNANT, Europe NILFISK ADVANCE (professional
environmental cleaning machine equipment supplier) to provide import and export operation service, which is
environmental protection product suppliers, expo 2010 with each other for 2 years experience of cooperation,
and provide the targeted services, won the customer high praise. Yanyusi home, ADLES, a French company
specializing in the production of concentrated dust collection equipment, ACTS as an import agent, and also
serves as an export agent for many domestic clothing, toys and other manufacturers.

Shanghai your increase agricultural science and technology co., LTD. Is the collection scientific research,
development, processing of agricultural products, sales in one of the integrated companies, the company in
early 2015 in guizhou zhunyi XiShui County created from riding white tea industry co., LTD., is committed to
precision for poverty alleviation, leading industry, the company mainly to foster and promote is given priority to
with white tea has high output value of agricultural crops, effectively promoted the local industrial structure
adjustment, promote the economic development of agricultural science and technology. In response to the call
of the central government to alleviate poverty, the poor and ordinary people are lifted out of poverty through
industry. Seedling establishment, the company has development base of 200 mu, white tea planting area of
3000 mu, two large factory, provide more than 500 jobs, solve the local precision FuPinHu hundred
households, the employment problem in order to improve the poor common people's income, the company will
provide free, cultivation of 2000 mu of white tea ChaMiao and send technical personnel to the guide, to sign
the contract of ordering. XiShui County winter without cold, summer without heat, rainfall, mild climate, very
suitable for tea growth, the company with scientific research as the core, take development as the main body,
the white tea, gold has passed the certification of organic tea production, its products such as chicken
feathers, such as color WenYu, of good quality. After pickling looked light yellow, clear and bright, rich aroma,
aftertaste deg, contains amino acids, tea polyphenols 5 / / 8 times that of ordinary tea, radiation resistance,
oxidation resistance, lowering the function of the three tenors, commonly known as "chicken soup" of tea
favored by consumers, the market demand.

Shanghai FDL International Trading Co., Ltd. deals with various locks, hardware, metalwork, material for

Shanghai Huaxiang Rubber Track Co.,Ltd

packing, and various of machineries for importing and exporting. The company owns complete set of
supplying channel, and become long cooperation partner with more than 100 excellent manufactories in
the state.
Shanghai HuaXiang Rubber Track co.,Ltd. was founded in September,2001,it’s transformed from a stateowned enterprise to a Multi-investment share-holding company.It moved to NO.2735 FengZhe
Highway,FengXian District in January,2003,and covers about 20000 m2.There are more than 200
employees,and about 20% among them hold college and above degree or intermediate professional
title.Sales of the company have been over 300 million yuan.Our mainly production are mini-excavator
track,dumper and skid steer loader track,agricultural track,snow mobile track,pavior track, all-terrain ASV track
and other special tracks,rubber pads and solid tires for skid loader and so on.We are an advanced rubber track
producing company in China,and has been capable of producing 150000 rubber tracks and 800000 rubber
pads, above 98% of the products are exported to Europe,America,Asia, Australia,etc.“Developed by faith and
high quality” is the basic train of thought in our company.We put forth effort on long-term development,focus
on the cooperate with major international and professional company,to ensure that the company can develop
steadily and chronically,also,to improve the technical capability continuously.The company has been one of
the domestic mainly rubber track & rubber pad producers with the most varieties and the largest export volume
rely on the abundant technical force,top production equipment, advanced inspection facilities and good
achievement.We are also one of the departments that draft the national standard, We are awarded ISO90012015 certificate of national qulity assurance from UK,Hi-Tech Enterprise and Grade A taxpayer enterprise of
Shanghai.

Address: no. 3988, chengbei road, jiading district, Shanghai
Tel: + 86-021-39538058
Email address: ximing@renle.com
Website: www.renle.com

Address: no. 6, lane 99, huafang road, qingpu district, Shanghai
Tel: + 86-021-59208295
Email address: king@shyuanmei.com
Website: www.ym-tec.com

Address: 24D, NO.15 Xiangcheng Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-13621922533
Email: zhqh@vostosun.com
Website: www.vostosun.com

Address: room 506, 1955 huangxing road, yangpu district,
Shanghai
Tel: + 86-021-55580383
E-mail: 488597419 @qq.com
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Light industrial
manufacture

Shanghai Xin Hua International Trade Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Xin Hua International Trade Co., is a professional foreign trade company with strong strength and
good reputation. The company's main business includes the import and export agent , purchasing , logistics
and other trade services. The company's main business team has engaged in such business for more than ten
years and very experienced. The company's business grew rapidly based on a good starting point , and
established long-term and stable cooperation relations with many world -renowned enterprises. The company's
main products are bags, office stationery, mechanical equipment , electronic products and so on , scope of
business throughout Europe, America, Southeast Asia and other regions.

Address: room 505, 1955 huangxing road, yangpu district,
Shanghai
Telephone: + 86-1391806511
E-mail: 417893171@qq.com

Shanghai Jianzhong Medical Packaging Co. Ltd

Jianzhong was established in 1988, and focus on widely-adopted soft packaging products, esp. paper-film
and aluminum foil packaging series for medical device, providing solution for custormer. Due to devoted service
and R&D, our gross sales is more than RMB 100million, as well as continuous expanding. The idea of poststerilization protection brought by Jianzhong has been accepted widely. Jianzhong has made distinguished
efforts for more than 20 years and will proceed in future. Our professional experience and thoughtful service
make your assurance and trust.To meet market demand and development, Jianzhong has adjusted
strategically in 2008. Jianzhong has set up manufacturing facility for export in Shanghai Caohejing Export and
Processing Zone, registered as Shanghai Jianzhong Medical Packaging Co. Ltd. Production capacity is
2million pcs per day. Besides , Jianzhong enterprise set up the manufacturing facility in Shanghai Fenxian
Spark Industry Park, registered as Shanghai Jianzhong Medical Packaging Co., Ltd. Capacity will be 5million
pcs per day. With long-term experience in sales and marketing, we are authorized as: Branding Company,
Reputable Products, 5-star Creditable Enterprise, etc.. We’ve applied 24 patents in sterilization industry and
also one of Industry Standard drafter.

Address: 5C, building 7, no. 2388, chenhang road, minhang
district, Shanghai
Website: http://www.mpackchina.com
Tel: +86 021-54315666
Fax: +86 021-54315801
Email address: info@mpackchina.com

Shanghai Yamio Software Technology Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Yamio Software Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 2003, the initial business involved in the
apparel industry dynamic production management and online trade management system.With the rapid growth
and development of the company, Yamio has expanded its business to the sales of building materials covering
import and export, aiming to provide customers with integrated workable construction and decoration solutions,
and promote the qualified superior products to the countries along “the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21stCentury Maritime Silk Road”, which makes the contribution to spread products Made-in-China moving towards
the world. We provide a series of products mainly include: ceramic tiles, sanitary equipment and hardware,
sanitary ceramics, flooring and comprehensive decorative materials.
In addition, our business also covers consultation, industry conference, forum, exhibition, event planning and
organization such as cultural and artistic interchange activities, etc. We hope to actively broadcast the leading
innovative products, technologies and service mode in building material industry backed by this platform, so as
to draw broader attention and get applied, moreover bridge the communication between Chinese and foreign
cultures.
We will pursue sustainable development and ecological protection to build up a better future.

Address: no. 68, pengtang road, haiwan town, fengxian district,
Shanghai
Tel: + 86-021-37591068
E-mail: kevin.liu@yqsg.com.cn
Website: http://shyqsg.en.alibaba.com

Shanghai Bianlan Trading Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Bianlan Trading Co., Ltd. is committed to the sale of high and new technology products in the field
of health.The main products are natural biological active nutrients which are high content of refined rice bran
oil, intelligent innovation technology water purifier and air purifier. Adhering to the concept of green
environmental health and advocating smart life, we strive to guide people in a new era to a healthy, high-end
and exquisite life. Always display the corporate image with high quality, satisfy the needs of customers with
high quality service, pursue new thinking in the development, and strive to go beyond it!

Address:Suite 03 F/17 No.19 Wu Ning Road Shanghai, China
Tel: +86 21-52666829
E-mail: scuie2005@163.com
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Hailiang Metal Trading Group Co., Ltd.

Shanghai YanWeiQuan Trading Co., Ltd

Shanghai Tian Hu Food Trading Co., Ltd.

Cixi Yuyi Tool CO., Ltd

Hailiang metal trading group co., LTD. was established in June 2004,with a registered capital of 300 million
yuan. The company is mainly engaged in the spot trading of copper, zinc, aluminum, lead, metal and other
non-ferrous metals. The non-ferrous metal industry is the basic industry of the national economy and is
developing towards the direction of supporting the national emerging industry and the key development
industries in Shanghai. Hailiang metal has become one of the largest and most influential non-ferrous metal
trading companies in China.
Since its establishment, the company has set sail in Shanghai, an international metropolis, in line with the
concept of "improving, strengthening and expanding", "innovating, creating excellence and creating fame". In
order to achieve the goal of domestic and even international first-class trade group, the company team has
been working hard, moving forward and surpassing constantly.
In recent years, the company's sales performance, profit and other indicators rank among the top spears in the
non-ferrous industry, increasing its popularity and influence, and further establishing the leading position in the
industry.
Hailiang metal has excellent brand (advantage), solid capital (backing), perfect management system, and
capable team. Nowadays, we have a large number of talents and employees with a high level of culture. Their
practical operation ability and analytical ability are among the best in the metal spot industry.
The general idea of the company's development is: "seek stability and practicality, create fame and profit, put
people first, and make it bigger and stronger", pay more attention to the opportunity and risk control, pay more
attention to the maintenance and development of high-quality customers, pay more attention to the internal
reform and management innovation of enterprises, pay more attention to resource conservation and create
benefits, and pay more attention to the welfare of employees and corporate culture construction. Centering on
Shanghai and radiating the Yangtze river delta and surrounding areas, we have comprehensively promoted
the rapid development of Hailiang metal trading group.

Shanghai Yan Wei Quan Trading Co., Ltd. was established in 2005, The company mainly engaged in the
import and export of food products, Company’s products are distributed in the Auchan (countrywide) and east
China Carrefour、 Century mart、RT-mart store。

Tea Scene business team to Shanghai in 1994 opened the tenfu tea, created the tea chain business, in
tianfu tea development to more than thousands of stores has established extensive business channels, new
brand was founded in 2010. The name "tianshen" is a pun with a long meaning. Shen can refer to shen
cheng, the nickname of Shanghai. "Shen" is also the same as "stretching" -- stretching. "tianshen" means
extending continuously, growing strong and growing stronger. Day "the name of the English name" Tea Scene
"from the" heaven "(TianShen)" homophonic, convey the artistic conception of "Tea" at the same time,
combined with both fashion and dynamic Tea glyph design, shape, sound and meaning as well as, it is the
indispensable branding elements brand internationalization.
The core culture of tianshenming tea is "attentiveness". 2. Attentive service; Listen attentively to customer
feedback, with the end consumer satisfaction as the objective. The brand insists that the company strictly
controls every link through a set of strict scientific quality control, and provides customers with healthy and safe
high-quality products. Marketing planning: Shanghai, jiangsu, zhejiang, wuxi has nearly 70 stores, in addition,
Tmall, shop no. 1, flying cow net and so on, nearly dozens of network platform, online collection of the
integration of brand tea shops.
Cixi Yuyi Tool CO., Ltd is sited in the coastal port city Ningbo,closely neighboring 329 Nationl Highway with
convenient transportation by water,land and air.
Our company is a professional production of hand tools of private enterprise.It possesses advanced
mechanical equipment and solid technical force,with a whole set quality control system from
development,diesinking,production to ex works.At present,the enterprise mainly produces precision
screwdriver、eye glasses repairing、bits set、hex tool、floding screwdriver、plastic handle screwdriver、tool
bag、tool set、domestic sale etc 9 series over 70 varieties which are sold far tocountries southeast
Asia,Europe and America.Based on the tenet of "Credit first and Customer paramountcy",the enterprise will
make constant new devotions as always to home and abroad friends by its advanced operational
management...

Address: 15F, building 9, no. 99, tianzhou road, xuhui district,
Shanghai
At http://www.broadmobi.com
Tel: +86 021-60913308-888
Fax: +86 021-60913308-818
Email : zhangshunfu@broadmobi.com

Address:No. 3666, Sixian Road, Song Jiang Distrcit, Shanghai,
China
Tel: +86 021 31183118
Fax: +86 02167754018
Email：dawei.ye@phicomm.com

Address: room 301, building 5, no. 200, Newton road,
zhangjiang gaoko, pudong new area, Shanghai
At: http://www.lcbiotech.com
Tel: +86 021-50689983
Fax: +86 021-50689983
Email address: licaokeji@126.com

地址：上海市青浦区外青松公路6666弄帕缇欧香苑65号
No.65, 6666 Wai Qing Song Road, Qingpu District Shanghai
China
Tel: 69221636
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Ningbo jiangdong fine international trade co.,ltd. is establised in 2009,specilized in doing stationery and
homeware,fashion,LED light and electric appliance etc.,more than thousands of goods. Our products pass
CE,ROHS, GS certification, export to U.S.A.,EUROPE, DUBAI,TURKEY,JAPAN, KOREA....Customer’s
satisfaction is our aim.
Wish to establish business relationship with you!

Address: room 719, 7th floor, phoenix business center, 1671
kaixuan road, Shanghai
tel: 021 64398992
Email: info@sicea.com.cn
Web site: http://www.sicea.com.cn

Yuyao Jinhai Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.

Yuyao Jinhai Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. is a company specializing in the production and management of
lighting appliances. The company in line with "create first-class products, the image of the golden sea"
business purposes, after 18 years of entrepreneurship, the current development of self design, self
manufacturing capacity, enjoy a high reputation in the same industry.
The company is located in the county comprehensive economic strength in the country (city) of Yuyao City
Economic Development Zone, the mainland is located in Yuyao City, the Shanghai Hangzhou Ningbo railway
and Shanghai Hangzhou Ningbo highway, east 50 kilometers away from Ningbo International Airport, west of
Hangzhou International Airport 80 kilometers, traffic is very convenient.
At present, the company covers an area of 4000 square meters, construction area of 5200 square meters, the
products includes ceiling lamps, cabinet lights, spotlights, lamp, underground lamp and lighting accessories,
hardware and other five series of more than 100 kinds of different specifications and types, can also design
and manufacture of special specifications according to the needs of users of products.
Companies adhere to the "first-class quality, first-class service", hoping to cooperate with new and old
customers at home and abroad, and seek common development.

Address: room 2953, 2nd floor, building 1, 2528 zhennan road,
putuo district, Shanghai
E-mail: 13061788903 @163.com
tel: 13061788903

Ningbo Reasew Imp & Exp Co.,Ltd,

Ningbo Reasew Imp & Exp Co.,Ltd,
is one of the manufactory & exporters of Garment Accessories & Daily Commodities from China.
With a few years exploration and practice, we have became a specialist in our business field,and gain good re
putations from the customers all around the world, which enable our company enlarge business fast & grow up
smoothly.The advanced technique, modern management, satisfied sellservices and the excellent staff assure not only the good quality but also the competitive price of the productio
n we can provide
We aim to a longterm business cooperation with our customers based on mutual benefit! So, please get in touch with us today t
o check what we can do for you & what we can cooperation together.

Ningbo Sunshine Import & Export Co.,Ltd,

Ningbo Sunshine Import & Export Co.,Ltd, a Professional Supplier of Garment Accessories & Daily Commoditie
s with More Than 20years from China.We can supply Garment Accessories, Sewing Kits like Zipper, Hook & Lo
op, Thread, Lace, Tape, Ribbon, Cord, Elastic, Non Woven Interlining, Button, Beads, Scissors... with competiti
ve prices & good quality & high services as well. We also make Crochet & Knitting Tools, Small Hardware & Pla
stic Item as: Crochet Hook, Knitting Needle, Latch Hook, Stitch Holder, Safety Pin, Measuring-Tape, PinCushion, Tag Pin, Loop Pin, Tag Gun, Loop Tie...... more products & business in website: www.sunshinegroup.cn.
Hope cooperation with you soon.

Ningbo jiangdong fine international trade co.,ltd.

Ningbo Ruixiang Plastic Co., Ltd.

Ningbo YinZhou Brilliant Crafts Co., Ltd

Ningbo Ruixiang Plastic Co., Ltd. founded in year 2008, is specialized in manufacturing gifts, sales promotion
and household manual tool sets, screwdrivers and other products.The factory is located in Cixi ,Ningbo
City,near Shanghai and Ningbo Port.
With the fast development these year , we have many kinds of advanced machinery ,equipments and strong
technical service of the new mold design and production.At the same time, we have a complete set of quality
assurance system from raw and auxiliary materials warehousing to the production and delivery, we pass the
ISO9001 quality system certification, and factory inspection for many customers.Our products have obtained
various certifications, such as ROHS,REACH,6P, etc.At present, we have more than 100 products. Multic
functional flashlight tool sets,tyre shape tool sets, and screwdrivers are our main products.
With good quality, timely delivery, they are exported to Europe, America, southeast Asia, the Middle East and
other countries and regions, and we provide OEM production for many international and domestic large
companies.We sincerely expect to work together with friends and partners all of the world with professional
abilities to create customers satisfied products and service.
Ningbo YinZhou Brilliant Crafts Co., Ltd is a professional manufacturer, specialized in designing, producing and
exporting all kind of felt decorations, felt bags, felt gifts and crafts.
Having our own factory and facilities, we provide high quality products to increase our customers'
competitive edge in world market based on the idea of "high quality, excellent service, reasonable price, fast
delivery, exploitation and innovation".
We look forward to all customized requirements, If you have any interest or further information, please
feel free to contact us for friendly business cooperation.

Address: no. 28, yidong road, luodian town, baoshan district,
Shanghai
Telephone: 021-66933362
Fax: 021-57218587

Address: room 1009, building 6, no. 299, jiangchang west road,
jing 'an district, Shanghai (shibei high-tech park - China railway ·
times square, central)
Fax: +86-21-6276 9302 fax: +86-21-5607 2536 email:
lisashi@tulip.net.cn

Address:RM.20D,NO.1 LANE 500 SOUTH ZHONGSHAN NO.1
RD SHANGHAI CHINA
Tel:86 21 63031083
Fax:86 21 63035377
Email:FDL.SHANGHAI@163.COM

Address: No. 588 Yunhe Road(N.),Nanqiao Town, Fengxian
District, Shanghai
Tel: 86-21-57412191 67199272
Fax: 86-21-57412249 57413848
Website: www.chinazhentai.com
Email: zhentai@chinazhentai.com
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Ningbo Eackon Machinery Co., Ltd

Ningbo Eackon Machinery Co., Ltd
Since 1995, our company started make watering bowls etc. In 1998, we succeeded in production of
nippledrinkers is stainless steel. Since 2003, produced some feeding items and other farming items,. Over 20
years devoted working, our company has become one of best company in China on farming items with lots of
innvative products.
With advanced machines (as CNC machines 120-500mm, stamping machines 5--600Ton, pressing machines
Max 800Ton, plastic machines, and mold procedure centers etc ), we keep our efforts producing items at high
quality and reasonable cost, to be good working with clients in & out of China.
Our principle: top quality, high responsibility, active innovation. Welcome clients in and out of China jointly work
for mutaul benefit and interests

Address: no. 2000, east weiqing road, jinshan district, Shanghai
Website: http://www.china-eminent.com
Tel: +86 021-57941569
Fax: +86 021-572601
Email: info @china-eminent.com

NINGBO CHEERINGMAY IMP. & EXP. CO., LTD.

NINGBO CHEERINGMAY IMP. & EXP. CO., LTD. Loaded in Ningbo city. 20 minutes by car from airport to our
office.
We are professional in drinkware items, kitchenware items, disposable medical items, PVC floors, printing
CTP，DDF Resin Diamond Dot Polyester Film and other plastic products. Our goods all use fresh material with
good quality, all BPA FREE and FDA or CE standard.
Our main market is Amrica, Europe, Australia, Africa etc.
Offer you good quality products and good service with best price is our idea.

Address: no. 2735, fengzhe road, fengxian district, Shanghai
Website: http://www.hxrt.com.cn
Tel: +86 021-57599867
Fax: +86 021-57599866
Email address: hxrt@hxrt.com.cn

Ningbo C&C Industries’ Co., Ltd

Ningbo C&C Industries’ Co., Ltd
Our company specializes in professional & household small electric appliances in Ningbo,China.
Our products including manicure,face cleaner,led mirror, hair crimper,hair crimper, hair clipper, hair curling iron,
hair straightener, hair dryer, shaver, lady shaver, nose trimmer, electric tooth brush, lint remover, personal
scales and other related products.
We have already obtained CE, VDE, GS, PSE and UL approvals for our various products.Our OEM factory
have been in the industry for over 20 years, At present, we're supplying high quality products to many
reknowned companies.
Very competitive Prices, Superior Quality & Attentive Services are our promise.

Address: 5C, building 7, no. 2388, chenxing road, minhang
district, Shanghai
Website: http://www.mpackchina.com
Tel: +86 021-54315666
Fax: +86 021-54315801
Email address: info@mpackchina.com

Ningbo Kaku Animation Design and Production Co.,Ltd. was founded in 2009, a specialized institution for
original animations under the joint investment of animation veterans. Since its establishment, the company has
made more than 30 original cartoons with total hours of over 24000 minutes, and has received many awards,
like National Animation Enterprise,The National Key Export Enterprise of Culture, Zhejiang First-batch
Developing Cultural Enterprise,High growth and Technological Enterprises in Zhejiang etc.
In response to the culture “walking out” policy, our company has disseminated “Kaku animation” into India,
Korea, Asian- Pacific area, Southeast Asian countries, South America, Europe and other 40 countries and
areas for playing and also the Chinese culture, socialist core values, which greatly advocates to promote the
cultural communication prosperity.
Registered remark “Maiquan&keke” series brand was born in 2009, owning 11 original cartoon series works, 3
original cartoon picture albums. And its running has expanded into electronic audio & video, cartoon publish,
authorized and issued, derivative and other fields.
Original animation“Monster Apartment” has already been set on mainstream new media platforms.
“Shishifengbao”, the animated movie of the same characters with the same brand has also been set on:
Diudiu, from a little monster, has become a superman with unleashed potential. “Monster family”has resolved
difficulties by teamwork. Its companion animated movie, “Shishifengbao”is planned for release in the first half
year of 2019.

Address：No.298,Xueshi Road,Yinzhou
District,Ningbo,Zhejiang,China
Tel:+86-574-89216225 87411930
Fax:+86-574-874114931
http://www.nbkaku.com

Ningbo Kaku Animation Design and Production Co.,Ltd.
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Ningbo Jiangbei Soaring Plastic & Electronic Factory

Located in Ningbo, a famous and coastal city. Ningbo Jiangbei Soaring Plastic & Electronic Factory is a
manufacturer of home appliances & electronic products, our main products are Mosquito Repeller series,
Mouse Repeller series, Multifunctional Pest Repellers &Pest Killer products series, Dog Repeller & Animal
Repeller series, Bottle/Can Opener etc household series and as seen on TV products. Our factory was
established in 1999 as a domestic trade enterprise and began to make international trade in 2009. Factory
area increased to 4200 square and production line increased to total of 6 currently.With consistent high quality
standards, our products have won an excellent reputation in the world.We also make cooperation with some of
famous brands and provide with ODM/OEM business services.In order to improve the competition in the
market, we not only introduce advanced machinery and excellent technicians into our own factory, but also
cooperate with more than 25 factories, combined into a very large of supplier netting, to meet the requirements
and needs from all customers in the world. ‘Quality for survival, innovation for growth’ is the principle we always
pursue to.We sincerely hope to develop and continue the cooperative relationship with new and old friends
from all over the world and always seek cooperation for mutual benefits.If you are interested in any of our
items, welcome to contact us for more details. Besides, our website only shows a part of products, if you like,
we always welcome and invite you to our showroom for more selections.
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NINGBO KNK IMP & EXP CO., LTD

The Company NINGBO KNK IMP & EXP CO., LTD is located in Ningbo City; we specialize in manufacturing
and exporting lamp, head light and torch. We always use excellent quality, Perfect service, good reputation,
we sincerely hope cooperation with all other customer, join hands with each other, and work for a prosperous
future.

Add：No.69,Kaiyuan Road 311 Nong,Jiangbei
Investment & Pioneering Park C.Ningbo,China.
Tel: +86 574 27888266
Fax: +86 574 88199960
E-mail: info@knkchina.com

PROFILE OF NINGBO TOOLUX LIGHTING CO.,ITD

NingBo Toolux lighting co.,ltd , is a professional manufacture of outdoor and indoor lightings, set up in 2004,
lies in the suburb of Ningbo that a major manufacturing city in Eastern China, and has a convenience transport
facilities in land, sea and air.
In past years, we having stuck to the principle of company ‘MAKE FIRST-CLASS PRODUCTS, SUPPLY FIRSTCLASS SERVICE’, we have constantly renewed our equipments and developed new products, set up a new
high qualified manage and service team.
Till now, our products have formed over ten series, such as LED lamps halogen lights, quartz lights, infrared
detecting lights, garden lights, bulkhead lights, street lights, extra large floodlights, metal halide lights, etc.
Most of our items have been approved by CE in EEC, GS in TUV, CSA in Canada, SAA in Australia, SASO in
the Middle East Region and Is09002 quality system approval.
Every friend from abroad or domestic is warm welcome to have a visit to our company, for business or for
friendship.

Add：NO.102 Jiuzhaigen，Shitang Village，Gaoqiao
Town.Ningbo,China.
Tel: +86 574 56167765
Fax: +86 574 56167760
E-mail: 915328414@qq.com

Shanghai Meilan Apparel Technology Co,Ltd

The high-tech means to ergonomics as the core, to protect the user. Everything is right and proper emol.
Whether it is design, cutting, sewing, sewing, the spirit of excellence in quality let women have hitherto
unknown comfort. The function design of the core to YM ACTIVE more secure. RESEARCH&DEVELOPMENT
TEAMYM ACTIVE R&D group has more than 20 years of experience in the industry, with independent R & D
center, located in the underwear production base in Foshan. YM ACTIVE and Shanghai Donghua University
(formerly Chinese Textile University) and Shanghai University of sports research reached a strategic
cooperation in the long term, the team has been committed to providing research and sports equipment
technology consultant for the national sports teams at all levels of protection, is the domestic top professional
scientific research strength. YM ACTIVE, is the new generation of sports underwear brand. Focus on the
development of women's sports underwear, the perfect combination of scientific and technological strength
and image, to create a professional sports underwear, while becoming a female sports enthusiasts, dressed in
private education".

Address: baoshan district of Shanghai the 128 memorial road
no. 968, 1205 - room A
tel: 86-21-13386233327
E-mail: jiangshan56@163.com website:
Website：http://www.fuqingshuish.com

Shanghai Homes Bedding Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Homes Bedding Co., Ltd. is a professional home textile supplier with its own brands, has a modern
and comprehensive corporate complex of product research and development, printing & dyeing, sewing, sales,
logistics. Shanghai Homes Bedding produces sheet set, quilt cover set, pillow cases, filling goods ,feather
products and other bedding products or accessories including towel, curtain, table cloth, mattress mats, and
handicrafts which in total nearly 1000 designs and color-ways.the products are popular in both local china
market and more than 20 oversea market like USA, UK, France ,Spain ,Russia ,Poland ,India, South Africa,
Etc.Shanghai Homes bedding is approved by Disney audit and also have BSCI and Oekotex certificate.

Address：Gushi RD Guanhaiwei Town cixi , Ningbo, China
Tel：+86 0574-63661132
Fax：+86 0574-63661659
Email：bruce@yuyitool.com
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Add: Building 310, No.6 Puji Road,Cicheng Industry Zone,Jiang
bei District,Ningbo,China.（Post Code：315031）
Tel:0086-574-87492255
Fax:0086-574-87400329
Email：sales02@nbsoaring.com
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Shanghai Malmam International Trading Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Narcissus Imp.&Exp. Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Saiyi International Trading Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Wings International Trading Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Huasheng Weaving Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Yuanmei Textile Industrial Co.,Ltd

Shanghai Malmam International Trading CO.,Ltd, is a import and export enterprise, mainly manages the
clothing&food import and export business.Our company can provide from fabric development, contract
documentary, quality control, shipping contract arrangements and other related services for clothing, is a
professional clothing suppliers.We can provide the products include infants&children knitted and woven
clothing, bedding ,babies’ kit and high-end wedding dress series.
Shanghai Malmam International Trading CO,Ltd, has been set up for 8 years and grown up quickly these
years.So far,our company has established good factory relationships with many long-term customers.The
company’s products are sold to all over the world,the main customers are MINIHAHA,BEBE etc.Now the
national development policy The Belt and Road,is an opportunity to our company,we are prepared to go out
on the basis of infant clothing to stand out food import and export business.

Tel：86-574-87342728、87344822 Fax：86-57-87350845
Attn：Miss Zhang 13586650333 Email：sunny@nbfinetrading.com
http://www.nbfinetrading.com

The Shanghai Narcissus Imp. & Exp. Co. ,Ltd is one subsidiary of Shanghai Narcissus Electric Appliances Co.
,Ltd, company was founded in 1999，it professionally engages in import & export trading of the home
appliances.

Add：Mo.8 Changning Road, Yuyao, Ningbo, China
Tel：0574-62817074 Fax：0574-62825412
Web： http://www.jinhaidianqi.com/
(Email)：zjjhdq@139.com

Shanghai Saiyi International Trading Co., Ltd. specialized in import & export trade and processing imported
material &processing materials by clients for agent ,dealing in garments & light products, importing and
exporting business, e.g. fashion cloth, jean series, swim wear, vacuum flask, massage machine, exported to
America, Europe, Australia , Japan and other countries and regions .We are willing to establish to business
relations with all interested global parties.

Address：NO.3 Yuanqu Road，Industrial Area，Dayin
Town，Yuyao, Ningbo，China
Tel：+86 0574-62912669
Fax：+86 0574-62912667
Email：boweihu@botmail.com
Website: www.dhdteks.com

Shanghai Wings International Trading Co., Ltd. is engaged mainly in apparel, toys, daily necessities, jewelry
import and export business. The product sales to the Europe, America and East Asia. Company actively
explore new ways to expand trade. Company is in the process of registration of its own international brands.
With independently design and innovation, it strive to make traditional trade products much more attractive and
make the export amount much more bigger.

Address：ROOM 24-8,NO.009 BUILDING,NO.9 SHUBO
ROAD,YINZHOU,NINGBO
Tel：+86 0574-87065023
Fax：+86 0574-87717093
Email：ding@sunshine-group.cn

Shanghai Huasheng Textile Co., Ltd. is a weaving plant, dyeing, garment factory for export for the whole
textile specialist. Our Weaving factory’s main products are “CROWN” stitch fabric, all kinds of wool, voile, jean,
cotton flannel, corduroy, khaki, and denim-based products. The main products in our Dyeing factory are printed
or dyed cotton satin, khaki, poplin, twill bleached fabric, imitation silk products, linen and blended products.
Address：ROOM 24-5,NO.009 BUILDING,NO.9 SHUBO
And our Garment factory produces casual clothing, pajamas, jacket and all kinds of pants. All of these are
ROAD,YINZHOU,NINGBO
export to Hong Kong, Macao, Japan, South Korea, Australia, Asia, Europe and America.
Our company has many import equipment and first-class technique and rich export experience of weaving,
Tel：+86 0574-87065023
dyeing and garment. We have various domestic and import stitch fabrics. We are hoping for multi-channel, multi- Fax：+86 0574-87717093
faceted cooperation and exchanges with customers. Our export products are famous for its superior quality,
Email：ding@sunshine-group.cn
reasonable price, and strict delivery time both at home and abroad.
We will always insist on consistent principle and our staffs are constantly pursuing the aim of the first class
service and first class product quality. Our general manager, Mr. Zhu Xianren, sincerely invites all the old or
new clients, home or abroad companies to our company to cooperate or do business with us in all ways.

We have our own knitted weaving factory,which is located in Changshu of Jiangsu Province. In this factory,
there are more than 50 varieties of round knitted machines that can make over 200 tons of monthly
production. We focus on and collect popular information around the world, and develop actively and improve
sales solutions. In addition, we can develop special fabrics timely and accurately according to different
requirements of different customers. The dyes used meet the standards of OEKO-TEX Standard 100.
Moreover, we are improving inspection and testing continuously, and also paying attention to the improvement
of customer service quality and the evaluations of customers.

Address：No109, Riwang North Road, Qiaotou Town, Cici,
Ningbo,China
Tel：+86 0574-58963900
Fax：+86 0574-63550221
Email：ruixiang@nbruixiang.com
Website: www.nbruixiang.com
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Shanghai Qiandu Textile Technology Co.,Ltd.

SHANGHAI QIANDU TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.(in accordance with the law, law-abiding operation)
and other products and services of professional providers, has a complete, scientific management and service
system and advanced production equipment, service and product quality is guaranteed.
Shanghai qiandu textile technology co., LTD. Adheres to the tradition and keeps innovating, paying attention
to each research and development. Excellent product quality makes our customers all over the world. If you
are interested in our service, please feel free to contact us by phone (68189582).
After years of efforts and development, already has a certain size and strength, now has a technical service
team, with excellent service quality, professional security technology service strength, for different groups of
users to provide higher quality products and services. After years of efforts and development, already has a
certain size and strength, now has a technical service team, with excellent service quality, professional security
technology service strength, for different groups of users to provide higher quality products and services.
Warmly welcome customers from home and abroad to visit and guide us. All employees of Shanghai qiantou
textile technology co., LTD look forward to cooperating with you sincerely. Thank you!

Add:Rm1103, HengYe Bld, No.158 TaiAn zhong Road, Yinzhou
district, Ningbo,China. Zip:315194
Tel: + 86 574 82815267
Fax: + 86 574 88129480
Mobile: + 86 13867864681
Mail: magi@tbfelt.com
Web: www.TBFelt.com

SHANGHAI ORIGIN TRADE & DEVELOPMENT
CO., LTD.

Shanghai Origin Supply chain Management Co., Ltd. Founded in Jan. 2005 is a professional logistics
company specialized in ocean, air and railway transportation, international import and export agency business
as well as trade agency and multimodal transportation to improve our customers’ entire supply chain service.
Origin has develop some international trade business by himself specialize in commodity consumption and
food products in order to enhance the customer’s competitiveness through our excellent service and superior
products.

Address：No.288 Tongning Road, Ningbo, China
Tel：+86 0574-87423048
Fax：Email：sales@eackon.com

Shanghai Nuoyiman Co.,Ltd.

Nuoyiman is founded in 1988. Our main products are pillows, mattresses, pregnancy and baby products, office
products and car products. All the materials are memory foam and latex. We have strong brand strength and
30 years of professional experience in bedding area. So nuoyiman material becomes the standard material.
There are 40000 square meters of international standardized production base in Suzhou taicang. There are
5000 acres of rubber plantation in south Thailand. Nuoyiman has ISO9001 certificate of quality system.
Nuoyiman products meet the oeko-tex certificate and they are tested in SGS. Nuoyiman has more than 20
patents.
Nuoyiman is the cooperative partner of China space, is directory membership Unit of CSRS, is the special
producer and special retailer in 2010 expo. Now nuoyiman is the cooperater of more than 10 five star hotels,
such as Hilton, Westin, West Lake State House, the ritz-carlton, the Shangri-la, Kempinski Hotels, Hyatt Hotels,
Marriott and Langham. Nuoyiman has a lot of retail shops in luxury department store such as shanghai
printemps and Hangzhou Tower.

Address：NO.618 CHANGXING ROAD,JIANGBEI DISTRICT,
NINGBO
Tel：+86 0574-86750267
Fax：Email：Richardle58@aliyun.com

BestResources International Co.,Ltd. is a professional company that engages in the
development,production,trade and services of differential, functional textile products. We registered in
Shanghai free trade zone and have showroom in Shanghai Mart.

Address：East 14 F, Sunlake, Int’ Trade Center, No.645 Renmin
Road, Ningbo, China
Tel：+86 0574-87381807
Fax：+86 0574-87381809
Email：cncf@cncut.com

Ningbo Dhteks Co., ltd
Was established in 1999, located in ZhanShan Dayin Town Yuyao Ningbo, it is a professional manufacturer of
sewing thread and apparel accessories enterprise. The company has advanced production equipment,
superior production technology, rich experience in production, stringent quality control system, effectively
management system, ensured to provide customers with the highest quality products. Our factory mainly
produces Sewing thread, embroidery thread, metallic yarn, embroidery bottom line, high-strength line, lining,
zippers and apparel accessories. The products are exported to the United States, Australia, the United
Kingdom, Italy, Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa and other countries and regions. The
company has developed a specialization, lean, international development strategy, the business philosophy is
"excellent quality, individual customization, superior service", with advanced equipment and technology
advantages, " to provide individualization and diversification products and service, we sincerely welcome new
and old customers at home and abroad to negotiate for business and investment cooperation, and seek
common development.

Address：No.298,Xueshi Road,Yinzhou
District,Ningbo,Zhejiang,China
Tel:+86-574-89216225 87411930
Fax:+86-574-874114931
http://www.nbkaku.com

BESTRESOURCES INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD.

Ningbo Dhteks Co., ltd

